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Introduction

The Australian transport task consists of a diverse range of services and activities,
with greatly differing scales of operation and levels of patronage. Any line of inquiry
involving the national transport sector or its societal influences usually requires
knowledge of the levels of aggregate transport tasks In particular, concern over the
impact of transport activities on the environment (especially from greenhouse gas
and noxious emissions) focuses attentiou on trausport efficiency issues Proper
assessment of such issues is founded on measurement of the utilisation levels for the
different modes One of the imperatives for national debate on the management of the
transport task is an adequate understanding of the task components and their trend
rates of growth

There are various theoretical difficulties with deriving national transport
aggregates One example, for freight transport, would be accounting for the use of
private cars to transport goods (such as groceries) This is generally counred as only
a passenger movement in transport activity sliveys" Yet were the consumer to order
the goods delivered, their carriage would be recorded as freight movement However,
such theoretical impediments to calculating task estimates are minor compar·ed to the
practical difficulties resulting from the fragmented nature of data collection on the
extent of Australian passenger and freight movement

There have been few past attempts at presenting national estimates of all major
transport activities in Australia Detailed transport statistics by mode were once
presented annually by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) in the bulletin
Transport and Communication, but this was discontinued in 1972 A consultancy
report for the Energy Research and Development Corporation (Apelbaum, 1991) has
probably been the most complete recent effort It updates a previous consultancy
report by Nelson English, Loxton and Andrews Pry. Lld (NELA, 1988) and gives
modal estimates for three separate years; 1975-76, 1984-85 and 1987-88. Newman and
Kenworthy (1989) obtained a significant amount of modal data for 1960, 1970 and
1980 - but dealt only with mban passenger movement

The Bureau of Transport and Communications Economics (BTCE) has also
recently presented task estimates by mode, for the years 1984-85 and 1987-88 (BTCE,
1991a) The then Bureau of IIansport Economics (B TE) had previously published
estimates of national transport levels in two Occasional Papers, for 1970-71 (BTE,
1975) and 1975-76 (BTE, 1980)

Also, transport surveys at the national level are relatively infrequent For example,
the main data source for road vehicle utilisation and trucking activity, the ABS Smvey
of Motor Vehicle Use (SMVU), is only done once every three years Over the last
decade there has been only one national survey of day-to-day travel across all
passenger modes - by the Federal Office of Road Safety for 1985-86 (Adena and
Montesin, 1988)

Trend analysis based on these past estimates is hampered by there generally being
a shortage of comparisons between years, deficient coverage of some modes, often
conflicting estimates derived, and a lack of adequate discussion of the estimation
methods. This paper strives to draw together rhe disparate esrimates from existing
sources: the above-mentioned studies, regularly collected transport statistics (mainly
by the ABS, the Departrnenr of Transport and Communications, and the BTCE) and
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detailed localised surveys (for example, Irends in Morning Peak IrtlVel in Sydney
1971-1981 by the Srate Transport Study Group),

By reconciling inconsistent sources and developing appropriate measurement
methodologies, we have derived estimates of the Australian domestic freight and
passenger transpmt tasks over the years 1970-71 to 1990-91 Proper discussion of
transpmt issues requires that the different components of the complete transpmt task
be considered separately Ihis paper divides both passenger and freight movement by
sector (urban and non-urban), mode (road, rail, air and sea) and vehicle type The
mban sectm consists of all districts with a population of greater than 40 thousand

Appendices to the paper outline the majm areas of difficulty in making these
estimates of modal transpmt activity - specifically, conflicting evidence on average
car occupancies, a paucity of data on bus activity (which necessitates a method of
indirect estimation), and a lack of estimates of the road task fm years between the
ABS Smvey of Motm Vehicle Use (conducted triennially)

Although subject to inevitable measurement enor (especially in those areas
affected by scarce or conflicting data), the resulting time series on modal composition
should prove to have applications to a variety of studies These would include
research on vehicle emission levels, the transport intensity of economic growth, road
funding, and mban planning

The freight task

The total Australian freight task in 1990-91 is estimated to have amounted to 2814
billion (JO') tonne-kilometres The movement of freight within Australia comprises a
collection of activities as diverse in character as in geographical location; including
the long-haul movement of domestic raw materials for secondary industry (primarily
iron ore, oil and coal) by coastal sea freight, the carriage of primary products from
inland mines and farms to coastal city markets and export ports by railway, and the
mban and intercity distribution of non-bulk goods for consumption by road transpmt

Table I presents the modal composition of the Australian freight task over the
last two decades (1970-71 to 1990-91) Ihe mban freight task (detailed in table 2)
is accomplished almost eXclusively by road transpmt, so the other modes ar'e assumed
to involve non-urban freight movement only. Due to the wide variance in the average
length of haul across the different modes, tasks that appear equivalent in tonne
kilometre terms may involve greatly differing amounts of freight So fO! comparison
pmposes, table 3 gives estimates of tonnes consigned by mode over the period. Figme
I illustrates the current modal split of Australian tonne-kilometres performed; around
338 per cent by road, 316 per cent by rail, 345 by coastal shipping and 0 I per cent
by air

Over the years, the freight task transported by road in Australia has increased
substantially, almost doubling in tonne-kilometres within the last decade (see table I)
Of this, nearly 80 per cent is due to non-bulk commodities (ABS 1990) The growing
demand fm dom-to-door delivery has helped the road freight industry captme an
mcreasing share of the non-bulk fr·eight task from rail, and road now perfmms around
70 per cent Interstate trucking accounts for around 30 per cent of the road task, with
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over 95 per cent of long distance road freight being hauled on articulated trucks. The
most common configuration of these ttucks, consisting of a 3-axle prime mover with
a triaxle trailer, accomplishes almost half of Australia's total road freight movement
(ABS 1990) In tetms of tonnes consigned (table 3), road has by far the dominant
modal share of Australian freight.

The government operated rail systems account fO! a similar proportion of the
overall non-urban task as the road freight industry However, since most of the rail
tonnage is bulk commodities (around 85 per cent), rail cUIrently handles only a fifth
of the total inter'city non-bulk freight task

Table 1 The Australian domestic freight task by secto! and mode; estimates of
tonne-kilometres performed, 1970-71 to 1990-91

(thousand million tonne-kilometres)

Year Road Railway
ending
June Urban Non-UIban Government Private Sea Air Total

1971 914 1805 250 138 720 009 1381
1972 968 1897 254 166 832 009 1540
1973 1026 1975 266 200 895 009 1662
1974 1L04 2070 283 265 961 011 1827
1975 1L95 2193 298 302 1012 011 1952
1976 1310 2360 308 263 1046 011 1985
1977 1395 2574 320 27.3 1023 011 20L4
1978 1481 2771 318 284 1051 012 2079
1979 1636 3178 321 256 1047 012 2106
1980 17 93 3464 364 27.8 1051 013 2220
1981 1878 3590 365 289 1103 013 2305
1982 2061 3876 373 274 978 013 222.0
1983 2069 3947 345 250 809 014 2007
1984 2264 4365 394 233 943 015 2232
1985 2512 4918 448 284 963 015 2440
1986 2654 5027 484 292 1018 012 2563
1987 2841 5174 489 303 952 012 2547
1988 3LOO 5453 502 310 936 014 2604
1989 3305 5855 507 284 907 014 2615
1990 3425 6133 520 320 942 010 2739
1991 3406 6115 520 370 970 015 2814

Sources: ABS (l991b, 1990, 1986, 1983, 1981a, 1981b, 1978, 1973), BleE (199Ia,
1991b, 1989), BTE (1980, 1975), DTC (19910, 1991b), BTCE estimates
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Around 42 per cent of the rail freight task is undertaken by privately operated
railways. These non-government railways are used almost entirely for the transfer of
bulk materials (lion ore, sugar, coal and various minerals), often over short distances

Most of the Australian domestic sea task consists of long-haul movements of iron
ore, petroleum and bauxite, with coastal shipping carrying close to 90 per cent of the
tonne-kilometres due to bulk interstate freight

Air freight is a very small segment of the national total, carrying less than I per
cent of interstate non-bulk freight in terms of both tonne-kilometr·es and tonnes
consigned (ABS 1991a) Of course, neither of these definitions of task takes into
account the value added in the industries involved If such elements were considered,
the air freight industry would be a significant contributor to the freight task

I able 2 Ihe Australian road ftdght task by sector and vehicle type"; estimates of
tonne-kilometres performed, 1970-71 to 1990-91

(thousand million tonne-Idlometres)

Year Urban Non-wban
ending
June LCV Rigid Articulated LCV Rigid Articulated Iotal

1971 0.54 560 300 045 540 1220 2719
1972 060 564 345 047 535 13 16 2865
1973 067 572 388 049 534 1392 3000
1974 077 593 435 053 546 1472 3174
1975 088 613 495 057 555 1581 3388
1976 098 638 574 060 570 1730 3670
1977 1.14 6.53 628 068 609 1897 3969
1978 130 675 676 074 649 2047 4251
1979 143 703 790 080 698 2400 4814
1980 140 762 891 086 745 2633 5247
1981 139 800 939 093 783 2713 5468
1982 L40 872 1049 L02 798 29.76 5937
1983 L47 855 1068 L07 769 3071 6016
1984 162 918 1185 120 811 3434 6629
1985 175 993 1343 131 864 3923 7430
1986 204 1077 1373 141 853 40.34 7681
1987 232 1175 1434 149 841 4L85 8015
1988 269 1310 1521 159 842 4452 85.53
1989 292 14.11 1603 L69 870 48 16 9160
1990 306 1472 1647 179 888 5066 95.57
1991 309 1469 1630 L83 871 5061 9520

a. Comprises the height vehicle types of LCV (for light commercial vehicle;
that is, a utility or panel van), rigid truck and articulated truck.

Sources: ABS (1990, 1986, 1983, 1981b, 1978, 1973), BlCE (1991a, 199Ib), BIE
(1980, 1975), BlCE estimates
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Iable 3 Australian domestic freight by mode; estimates of tonnes consigned.
1970-71 to 1990-91

(million tonnes)

Yem Railway
ending
June Road Government Private Total Sea Air Iotal

1971 618 87 73 160 360 010 814
1972 641 89 79 168 390 010 848
1973 660 92 95 187 433 0.10 890
1974 683 97 115 212 463 012 941
1975 712 103 128 231 464 012 989
1976 757 104 117 221 475 012 1025
1977 795 110 124 234 472 012 1077
1978 829 107 121 228 480 013 1105
1979 913 111 114 225 474 014 1185
1980 935 122 123 245 481 014 1229
1981 930 123 124 247 473 014 1224
1982 950 122 121 243 440 015 1237
1983 926 120 110 230 390 016 1195
1984 961 137 108 245 428 017 1249
1985 1032 159 129 288 427 017 1363
1986 1000 172 126 298 447 017 1343
1987 982 176 132 308 444 015 1335
1988 990 176 136 312 432 016 1346
1989 1013 179 135 314 430 017 1370
1990 1034 187 148 335 445 010 1414
1991 1019 189 154 343 460 014 1409

Source~: ABS (1991b, 1990, 1986, 1983, 1981a, 1981b, 1978, 1972), BICE (1991b,
1989), BIE (1982, 1980, 1975), DIC (1991a, 1991b), BTCE estimates

Ihe trends in modal freight activity are qnite vmied Post 1974-75, the average
per annum rates of growth (in terms of tonne-kilometres) have been; urban road, 67
per cent; non-urban road, 66 per cent; government rail, 35 per cent; private rail, 13
per cent; and air, about 2 per cent. Sea freight has exhibited a decline, on average,
of 0 3 per cent per yem C1emIy, the road freight industry has had the highest level
of responsiveness to the economic growth over the past two decades

The non-urban passenger task

Estimates of the Australian non-urban passenger task me presented by vehicle type
in table 4 Ihe dominance of private cm travel is mmked, with 61 per cent of total
(1990-91) non-urban passenger-kilometres being perfmmed by cms As shown in
figure 2, cm travel fm surpasses all other modes of Australian passenger movement
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Figure I Modal split, 1990-91; and major trends, 1970-71 to 1990-91; of Australian
domestic freight task in billions of tonne-kilometres
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Figure 2 Modal split, 1990-91; and major trends, 1970-71 to 1990-91; of Australian
passenger task in billions of passenger-kilometres
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After cals, the largest segments of the 1990-91 non-urban passengeI task wele
due to the bus or coach (14 per cent) and airline (15 per cent) industries These wele
followed by otheI road vehicles with 68 per cent, trains with 2.6 per cent, and sea
travel (mainly Bass Strait fenies) with 0.1 per cent Since 1974-75, the fastest growth
in passenger kilometr·es has occuned in bus travel (which was deregulated during the
1980s) and in air travel (even before the 1990-91 deregulation)

Table 4 The Australian non-urban passenger task by vehicle type; estimates of
passenger-kilometres performed, 1970-71 to 1990-91

(thou.sand million passenger-kilometres)

Year Road
ending
June Car Bus Other' Rail Aii' Seac Total

1971 419 308 351 608 520 013 599
1972 420 321 386 5.04 583 013 601
1973 430 322 428 498 640 013 620
1974 457 317 482 377 760 013 652
1975 482 325 525 318 819 013 681
1976 494 327 5 70 261 800 013 691
1977 494 327 605 2.73 778 013 694
1978 51 1 330 615 272 864 013 721
1979 520 334 621 265 914 012 735
1980 529 366 627 261 1008 0.12 756
1981 537 421 654 297 1035 012 778
1982 567 470 6.77 288 10 78 012 820
1983 568 611 6.82 296 991 012 827
1984 592 759 722 288 1029 0.12 872
1985 573 897 749 296 1103 0.13 879
1986 595 991 700 271 1195 015 912
1987 576 10 88 657 271 1273 013 906
1988 558 11 79 632 293 1403 012 910
1989 583 1246 656 289 1454 0.14 94.9
1990 597 1303 670 251 1086 015 930
1991 592 13 50 663 248 1516 014 971

a Motor cycles and non-business use of light commercial vehicles and trucks
b Domestic airlines, commuter airlines, and general aviation (business and charter)
c Bass strait ferries and coastal cruises

Note:
Sources:
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hain and sea travel have remained essentially static for over a decade. Non-
mban private car travel exhibited slower growth dming the 1980s (12 per cent per
annum) than in the 1970s (26 per cent per annum), perhaps experiencing competition
from the bus industry

The urban passenger task

Iable 5 Ihe Australian mban passenger task by vehicle type; estimates of
passenger-kilometres performed, 1970-71 to 1990-91

(thousand million passenger-kilometres)

Year Road Rail
ending
June Car Bus OtherS. Train Tram Ferry Iotal

1971 665 350 327 682 050 016 808
1972 69.9 351 370 614 047 016 839
1973 718 366 4.22 574 049 015 860
1974 763 380 490 579 051 015 914
1975 804 389 551 549 053 018 960
1976 825 391 622 545 051 019 988
1977 87.9 397 674 535 050 018 1046
1978 90.9 400 714 520 050 015 1079
1979 925 406 757 516 051 014 1099
1980 93 1 4.19 7.39 561 052 013 1110
1981 945 416 742 576 053 015 1125
1982 999 419 743 592 054 017 1182
1983 1001 417 744 575 055 018 1181
1984 104.2 4.15 792 580 056 019 1228
1985 1139 4.26 822 584 060 020 1330
1986 1178 434 8.27 635 062 020 1375
1987 1233 443 8.29 656 063 023 1435
1988 1313 451 848 683 064 026 1520
1989 1372 476 897 700 067 026 1588
1990 1405 475 913 685 062 027 162 1
1991 1391 487 903 688 064 027 1608

a Motor cycles and non-business use of light commercial vehicles and trucks

Sources: Apelbaum (1991), Adena and Montesin (1988), ABS (1991b, 1990, 1989,
1986, 1983, 1981a, 1981b, 1978, 1973, 1972), BI'CE (1991a, 1991b), BIE
(1980, 1975), NELA (1988), Newman and Kenworthy (1989), RlC (1990),
BTCE estimates
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Australia is one of the most mbanised countries in the world, with ten mban localities
accounting for about 70 per cent of the population (ABS 1991b) The larger
Australian cities are generally decentralised, typically evolving by the gradual
extension of outer residential ar·eas. This type of development. which frequently places
large distances between residential and work locations, has resulted in considerable
dependence being placed on private cars for mban commuting tasks and limited
reliance on public transit systems

Public transport performs the m~jority of trips to work to the Central Business
Districts (CBDs) of the major cities; around 76 per cent for Sydney, for example
(STSG, 1985). However, work trips to the CBD are now a minor pmportion of total
mban travel (between 3 to 6 per cent, based on total Sydney travel estimates fmm
Adena and Montesin 1988 and CBD travel estimates from STSG 1985) Dming the
1970s, Sydney work trips to the outer submbs grew by 38 per cent, while trips to
inner city areas slightly declined. High vehicle availahility coupled with relative ease
of parking in suburban centres allowed practically all this extra travel to be done by
private cars (STSG, 1985)

The total Australian urban passenger task for 1990-91 is estimated at 161 billion
passenger-kilometres Table 5 presents modal estimates for urban travel over the
previous two decades Again, the dominance of the private automobile is evident In
1990-91, the car accounted for 87 per cent of mban passenger-kilomelI'es; while the
public transport share of the task was below 8 per cent (with bus at 30 per cent, rail
at 47 per cent and ferry at 0 2 per cent)

Newman and Kenworthy (1989) have noted that Australian cities have a high
degree of 'automobile dependence' compar·ed with many other major cities around the
world.. Post 1974-75, urban car travel has grown at an average rate of 35 per cent
per year, compar·ed to 1 4 per cent per year for both bus and rail transport

Motor vehicle ownership in Australia has grown steadily over the years; from
039 vehicles per person in 1971, to 0.59 vehicles per person by 1990 (ABS 1991c)
I'able 6 highlights the automobile dependence of Australian passenger transport, with
private car travel presently accounting for around 85 per cent of all passenger
journeys

Gener at observations

Estimates of the Australian transport task (its magnitude, modal shar·es and trends by
mode) have many direct applications in cmrent analyses of transport policy issues
Four topical areas which come to mind are vehicle emissions, fuel efficiency concerns,
urban planning and road funding

Consider first, the derivation of an average rate of carbon dioxide emission by
Australian transport as a simple example of a use of these task statistics The
emission intensity of passenger and freight transport activities can be defined in terms
of grams of carbon dioxide emitted per passenger-kilometre (gCO,lpkm) and grams
of carbon dioxide emitted per tonne-kilometre (gCO,ltkm) respectively.. Emission
levels may be estimated using energy statistics (such as ABARE, 1991) and
appropriate conversion factors (such as those given in Wilkenfeld, 1991)
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Table 6 Australian domestic passengers by vehicle type; estimates of passenger
volumes, 1970-71 to 1990-91

(million passengers)

Year Road
ending
June Car Bus Other' Rail AiIb Seac Total

1971 8912 763 519 565 64 161 10782
1972 9217 756 584 508 69 157 11087
1973 9456 772 663 484 77 15 1 11397
1974 10049 788 765 484 92 150 12111
1975 10594 793 854 464 98 177 12731
1976 10863 784 950 453 98 190 13078
1977 11340 784 1028 443 9.9 179 13622
1978 11729 779 1073 430 108 152 14037
1979 11935 777 1119 427 113 137 14282
1980 12057 791 1100 447 122 132 14421
1981 12232 791 1118 457 12.2 152 14625
1982 12936 800 1130 465 124 162 15359
1983 12953 810 1138 454 113 172 15384
1984 13483 821 1218 455 116 182 16008
1985 14198 851 1270 463 123 189 16814
1986 14703 873 1241 493 132 190 17342
1987 15053 896 1212 505 137 214 17701
1988 15621 926 1211 524 149 241 18321
1989 16318 963 1272 537 153 243 19130
1990 16712 966 1299 519 113 253 19533
1991 16553 993 1288 523 155 253 19397

a Motor cycles and non-business use of light commercial vehicles and trucks
b Domestic airlines, commuter airlines, and general aviation (business and charter)
c Bass strait ferries, major city ferries and coastal cruises,

Note: The anomalously low figure for 1989-90 air travel was due to the airline
pilots' dispute

Sources: Apelbaum (1991), Adena and Momesin (1988), ABS (1991b, 1990, 1989,
1986,1983, 1981a, 1981b, 1978, 1973, 1972), BTCE (1991a, 1991b), BTE
(1980, 1975), DTC (1991b), NELA (1988), Newman and Kenworthy
(1989), RIC (1990), Transport Tasmania, BTCE estimates
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Using energy and emission data given in the BlCE (199Ia) and BIE (1975)
reports, along with task estimates from tables I to 5 from this paper, implies average
intensities of 180 gCO,/pkm and 91 gCO,/tkm for 1971, and of 185 gCO,/pkm and
85 gCO,/tkm for 1988. Though these figures are very approximate, they suggest that,
regarding the output of carbon dioxide, there has been little or no improvement in the
efficiency of the Australian transport sector over the last two decades

Even though techuological innovations would have been improving the energy
efficiency of the vehicles that comprise Australian transport fleets, factors such as
mode switching (e..g.. public transit passengers moving to the private car or rail freight
to road), trading power for efficiency (e. g exchanging small cars with large cars), and
decreasing vehicle occupancy levels have balanced these improvements

This lack of a decrease in energy intensity per unit task (in spite of techuological
progress) has distinct implications in a situation where the transport task is growing
rapidly and the government has signalled its desire that greenhouse gas emissions be
reduced. One such issue highlighted (and which may be examined also by reference
to the task tables) is the transport intensity of economic growth

The transport intensity of econontic growth can be measured by the growth
relative to national income (Gross Domestic Product) of various transport aggregates.
Measures of the physical transport task have been presented in this paper in units of
passenger and tonne kilometres. fwo other measures of transport activity ar'e
employment and gross product for the transport and storage sector Employment
should, in theory, grow less quickly than the physical task, due to techIlical progress
Theoretically, gross product in the transport sector should also grow less quickly than
the physical task measures lhis is because gross product as defined by the ABS is
the sum of labour, profit and depreciation (the last two representing returns to capital
items), So one would expect growth in both labour and capital productivity, giving
physical task measures faster growth rates than measures of gross product

However, there are several reasons why the transport gross product could be the
faster growiug figure Firstly, siuce it is a value added index, it more heavily weights
the high value, fast growiug areas of transport (such as road freight and airlines)
Secondly, while private motoring is a major part of the physical task estimates, it is
excluded hom transport and storage gross product in the national accounts, since it
is a consumption activity Over the last twenty years, private car travel has exhibited
considerably slowet per annum growth than the trucking iudustry Thirdly, there is an
increasiug trend to substitute transport company activity for the in-house transport
activity of other industries (which is not included in trausport gross product) Finally,
gross product growth does not fully reflect the slow growth in urban public transport
CUPT), siuce UPT is not fully cost recovered

Empirically, the growth rate ratio, relative to national income, of transport gross
product turns out to be higher thau those of employment or the physical task levels
The ratios of activity growth to GDP growth, calculated over the period 1974-75 to
1990-91, ar'e: transport employment, 0 50; tonne-kilometres, 076; passenger kilomel1'es,
098; and transport gross product, 1. 20.. The physical task measures thus give growth
intensities which are intermediate between the employment and value added series,

The task data suggest a preponderance of travel by car, especially for urban
passenger movement, with the modal shar'e of private cars risiug steadily over the last
two decades. fhis emphasis on private automobile travel is derived wm such factors
as the greater fi'eedom cars provide, the increasing complexity of travel patterns in
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urban areas, and (symbiotically) the very design of Australian cities The estimates of
transport growth patrerns over the past decades are valuable input into analyses of
alternative urban planning strategies

As a final example of the policy issues highlighted by the transport task data
presented, consider the qnestion of road funding. Heavy trucks do proportionally more
damage to roads than private automobiles (BrCE 1988, ISC 1990, NRTC 1992). The
increasing market share of the road freight industry, and its use of heavier trncks, will
clearly itnpact on road maintenance budgets in the 1990s Private automobiles, on the
other hand, are the chief contributor to traffic congestion (which can lead to a
requirement for upgraded road systems, should alternatives to travel not be
introduced) Data on task levels and trends are crucial when designing funding options
for road user charging

Conclusion

Consistent time series estimates for all major transport sectors can be derived using
the methodologies and data sources detailed in this paper and its appendices. The total
Australian transport task for 1990-91 has been calculated to be around 281 billion
tonne-kilometres and 258 billion passenger-ki10metr'es This is up from an estimated
138 billion tonne-kilometres and 141 billion passenger-kilometres in 1970-71, per
annum growth of 3 6 per cent in ft'eight movement and 3.1 per cent in passenger
movement

The series can be readily updated each year, especially if the ABS Motor Vehicle
Census (currently triennial) is done in future on an annual basis (as is apparently
being considered by the ABS) These activity statistics are useful for transport policy
purposes that require knowledge of aggregate transport activity levels and the
movement or trends over time in those levels The results highlight the growing
reliance of Australian passenger and freight movement on road transport
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Appendix I: Passenger vehicle occupancies

In evaluating the passeuger task of urban and non-urban transport, one of the primary
data items is the average occupancy of private motor vehicles. Estimates of passenger
tasks, such as those of NELA (1988) and Newman and Kenworthy (1989), have
generally been derived from vehicle occupancy data collected by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics (ABS) in their Survey of Motor Vehicle Use (SMVU) Due to
a paucity of published data on average vehicle occupancies, SMVU values have been
widely accepted, despite misgivings as to their accuracy

However, the BIE (1980) did not rely on SMVU occupancies after concluding
that they were unreliable, particularly for urban car usage The validity of the SMVU
values has been further questioned by much lower figures presented by Anderson and
Hodgkin (1990), and by a SMVU user forum (in September 1990) during which ABS
officers said that they felt survey respondents had considerably overestimated the
actual operating occupancies of theiI vehicles

Due to the lack of confidence in existing estimates of average car occupancy, the
BI CB compiled a set of occupancy values from a large variety of studies, and
attempted to extract consistent figures, These studies involved years ranging from
1960 to 1990 Two conclusions were drawn from observation of this collection of
occupancy results

Firstly, the type of survey performed severely influenced the resullS obtained.
As shown in figure .3 (where occupancies obtained for the capital cities are plotted
over time), three sets of results seem to separate out: high values of around 1. 8
persons per vehicle, due to recall surveys (such as the SMVU); low values of around
12, due to observation surveys (such as roadside traffic counts); and the middle
values of around 1 5 from more complete travel surveys (involving diary or interview
techniques).

Secondly, average vehicle occupancies are decreasing over time Any of the
surveys which covered several years (including the SMVU) exhibited a gradually
declining average car occupancy over time. The implied average decrease is between
o2 and 0 4 per cent per annum, over the previous three decades

Two of the studies examined had very controlled methodologies and were
considered to be the most accUIate recent measurements of actual vehicle occupancies
Occupancy data were collected during extensive surveys on seatbelt use conducted
by VicRoads, the Victorian road authority, in 1988 (data provided by S Eriksson);
and the Federal Office of Road Safety.(FORS) sponsored, in 1986, the national Survey
of Day-ID-Day Travel The latter study collected information for each day of the year
on all modes of transpoII Trips for all purposes were included, with the sample size
being considerable, at over 145 thousand trips The survey covered all capital cities,
many other major population centres, several rural towns, and some sparsely sertled
areas. The results ar'e reported in FORS Report CR69 (Adena and Montesin, 1988)

The FORS report gives estimates of total kilometres travelled (in thousands per
day) by car drivers (D) and car passengers (P) This enables the calculation of the
average car occupancy for a sector i (0) by,

0, = (D,+P)/D,
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Both these studies fall in the middle band of figure 3, and being of the diary m
interview type of survey would be expected to record travel behaviour generally betrer
than recall surveys (which may reflect respondents' subjective self-estimation rather
than actual operation), or observation surveys (which ar'e nmmally only conducted
during peak traffic periods)

Assuming the FORS survey gives an accurate picture of sectoral vehicle
occupancies the following values are suggested (using SMVU categmies) for 1986:
153 (persons per vehicle) fm capiral cities, 169 for provincial cities, 170 for travel
within the rest of the state, and 2,01 for interstate travel.

Using the SMVU vehicle utilisation data (ABS, 1990) to weight these figures
between urban and non-urban travel, and assuming the average trend is a 03 per cent
decrease per year, gives the following average occupancies fm car trips by sector:
1971 - 163 for urban travel, 182 for non-urban travel, and L70 national average;
1986 - 156 for urban travel, 175 fm non-urban travel, and 161 national average;
1988 - 155 for urban travel, 174 for non-urban travel, and 160 national average,

Averaging over those studies that provide data on car occupancies by travel
purpose allows the derivation of the following estimates by trip type" Fm 1971 we
have; 13 (persons per vehicle) during trips to and from wmk, 12 during business
trips, and 20 during private travel Fm 1988 we have; 12 during trips to and from
work, 13 during business trips, and 19 during private travel

Trend lines fitted to these figures gives the vehicle occupancy values used to
calculate the car' passenger task estimates of this paper. It is stressed that this
procedure is fairly approximate, with the inherent variability in many of the
occupancy estimates possibly of the Older of 10 per cent

Figure 3 Average car occupancies for Australian capiral cities, 1960 to 1990
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Appendix 11: General estimation methodologies

This appendix gives a summary of the methods devised to resolve two major data
prohlems: the paucity of statistics on bus activity (which necessitated a method of
indirect estimation) and the lack of estimates on road vehicle utilisation for years
not covered by the ABS Survey of Motor Vehicle Use (SMVU)

Estimation of bus and coach task

Statistics on the bus industry in Australia are very scarce There is decent data
collection for capital city govemment bus services, but little on all other sectors, The
scope of the private bus industry has only been estimated fairly recently (see Hensher,
1989) Construction of a time series of the total bus task was thus hampered by
severe data deficiencies

The solution adopted was to isolate a series on 'commercial' buses on register
Commercial buses were defmed as those greater than 18 tonnes tare weight Statistics
from the ABS Motor Vehicle Census (ABS, 1989) were used to calculate a weight
distribution by make of vehicle, since each manufacturer's fleet tends to comprise a
fairly constant mix of bus sizes For example, 100 per cent of Volvo buses on register
in 1988 were large (over 1.8 tonnes tare), while only 28 per cent of Toyota made
buses were, Applying this distribution to numbers of buses on register for past year's
(and updated using data from the ABS, 199Ic), allows the construction of a time
series of numbers of commercial buses on register

A series of annual kilometres travelled per vehicle by commercial buses was
then interpolated from values for 1971, 1976, 1979 and 1988; extracted from data
collected by the triennial ABS Survey of Motor Vehicle Use Multiplying these travel
estimates by the respective number of vehicles furnished a time series on total vehicle
kilometres travelled (VKT) by commercial buses

A times series of urban transit bus passengers for the capital cities was compiled
from the BTCE Transport Indicators Database (and statistics from the ABS, 1981a)
Passenger-kilometre estimates were derived from these passenger numbers using a
time series of average bus nip length (assembled from a variety of sources including
Newman and Kenworthy 1989, Wilkenfeld 1991, and NELA 1988) Urban transit
VKT was then estimated by dividing the passenger-kilomen'e series by average bus
occupancies (again derived from a variety of sources including Newman and
Kenworthy 1989, Wilkenfeld 1991, and NELA 1988) These series were scaled to give
estimates of total urban bus navel using ABS data (1990, 1981a) on the relative
contIibutions due to provincial cities and private bus operators

The urban bus VKT series was subtracted from the total VKT series to obtain
a series for non-urban bus travel The non-urban vehicle kilometres travelled were
converted into passenger-kilomenes using appropriate average bus occupancies (from
Apelbaum 1991 and NELA 1988)
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Estimation of toad vehicle ntilisation

The ABS Survey of Motor Vehicle Use is the primary source of data on the road
task. However, it is only done once every tluee years, and over the last two decades
the years (ending June) coveted by the survey have been 1971, 1976, 1979, 1982,
1985 and 1988 (ABS 1973, 1978, 1981b, 1983, 1986, 1990) In order to generate
time series for road vehicle utilisation, a method of linking annually available data
to the 6 SMVU task estimates had to be developed The approach adopted was to use
regression techniques to translate annual fuel sales into annual vehicle kilometres
travelled (VKT)

Fuel sales for road vehicle use consist of automotive gasoline (petrol), automotive
diesel oil (ADO), and liquified petroleum gas (LPG) Time series for the consumption
of these tluee fuels can be obtained from ABARE (1991) The motor vehicle types
covered by this exercise are cars, light commercial vehicles (LCVs), rigid trucks and
articulated trucks

For cars, total petrol sales (ABARE, 1991) were multiplied by the proportion of
total road petrol consumption due to car use (where the level and variation over time
of this proportion was estimated from the 6 SMVU data points) A regression of
SMVU car petrol consumption (Ps) against these proportional estimates (PA) yields:

Ps = 09809 PA

(with an adjusted R' of 095) Car use of ADO and LPG comprise a small proportion
of total car fuel consumption, and time series for these fuels were created by diIect
interpolation between the SMVU values Adding these to the petrol consumption series
generated by the equation above, gives total annual fuel consumption for cars
Dividing this fuel series (in litres) by the average rates of car fuel consumption (in
litres per kilometr·e, with the variation over the years again estimated from SMVU
data), provides a time series of automobile VKT

For LCVs and trucks, annual ADO consumption has to be estimated. A fairly
complete series for ADO consumption by road vehicles within the last two decades
can be derived from biennial ABARE (1991, 1989) fuel surveys and the trienuial
SMVU values Any year missing from this series may be approximated by
interpolation based on the percentage change in total ADO sales for that year .. Annual
road ADO consumption was then split by vehicle type (into LCV, rigid and
articulated) using proportions calculated from the SMVU. Annual VKT by diesel
commercial vehicles was then estimated by dividing the fuel series by the appropriate
vehicle fuel economies (in litres of ADO per kilometre)

Petrol consumption by commercial vehicles (P,) was evaluated using total petrol
sales (PJ by the regression equation (with fuel use given in megalitres),

P, = 0876 (P, - Ps) - 37915

which, over the 6 SMVU observations, has an adjusted R' of 0. 98 and where Ps is
given by the previous equation. Then VKT by vehicle type were calculated for petrol
fuelled trucks (in the same manner as for ADO) Consumption of LPG was treated
similarly. Adding the three fuel types thus gives estimates of annual road freight
vehicle utilisation
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